In service-oriented software environments, that exceptions may not be fully handled is one of the main causes for system breakdown. Therefore, we need to verify integrity of software exception handling. At present verifying integrity of software exception handling mainly depends upon experiences of developer. Most of automatic formal verification mechanisms can only support some general features, such as equivalence, boundedness, security, etc. and easily cause state space explosion. This paper proposes an integrity verification method of exception handling in service-oriented software. We construct state spaces associated with exception handling and 8
Introduction
Robust exception handling mechanism exerts an important impact on software reliability. In order to ensure all explicit exceptions are handled, it is necessary to construct a formal exception handling model and use appropriate verification technology to assist designers to detect the flaws of exception handling model. Similar requirements are more obviously shown in service-oriented software because of dynamics and uncertainties. The exceptions being thrown out because of defects in exception handling mechanism, propagate and transform layer upon layer, will lead to increased new exceptions with added complexity or even unusual combination of exceptions. If those exceptions are fully handled, we consider this exception handling mechanism has characteristic of integrity. But, under this condition, those exceptions we mentioned above may not be fully handled and that is one of the main causes for system breakdown. Therefore, we need effective method to verify the integrity of exception handling, in order to ensure all exceptions that are defined explicitly are addressed in service-oriented software.
Academia has put forward some formal descriptions and verification methods for exception handling. These methods described and verified exceptions handling logic with various perspectives, including service perspective, process perspective and architecture perspective. Exceptions in service-oriented software can be divided into system exception, resource exception and application exception. The formal verification tools they used included: B method (Castor Filho et al., 2009) , CSP (Pereira and de Melo, 2010) , LOTOS (Dumez et al., 2013) , process algebra (Khaxar and Jalili, 2012) , Petri Nets (Jensen, 2011; Kristensen et al., 2004; , etc. The formal verification techniques they used are divided into two major categories of manual theorem-proving and automatic state space analysis. Manual theorem-proving is applied to mathematical concept description system. A major restriction of automatic state space analysis is state space explosion (Groote et al., 2015) . Owing to large-scale and complexity of state space system analysis model, researchers have also proposed a variety of advanced state space methods to avoid state space explosion, including subsets of state space method and compression of state space method, details will be elaborated in the fourth section in this paper. Meanwhile, service-oriented software development languages and related specifications have paid a lot of attention to exception handling logic modelling and verification in industry. Such as exception message specifications in WSDL (W3C, 2007b) and SOAP (W3C, 2007a) , FaultHandler in BPEL (OASIS, 2007) , WS-Coordination (OASIS, 2009) , WS-AtomicTransaction (OASIS, 2006a) and WS-BusinessActivity (OASIS, 2006b), etc. These facilities can effectively support programming and testing activity of service-oriented software exception handling.
However, previous efforts have not provided adequate support for exception handling formal integrity verification for service-oriented software. The integrity verification of exception handling mechanisms can mainly be done by developers themselves. Developers verify integrity of software exception handling mainly depends upon writing formulas manually, which is time-consuming and laborious. Manual verification is not applied to prove system error information. Most of automatic formal verification methods can only support some general features, such as boundedness, equivalence, security, etc. A simple use of state space traversal for exception handling verification easily leads to state space explosion. The use of the advanced state space methods depends on characteristics of the system model. None of universal advanced state space methods is applicable to a variety of systems.
Therefore, this paper proposes a method to verify the integrity of service-oriented software exception handling based on coloured Petri nets state space theory. Coloured Petri Nets (CPNs) is a language for the modelling and validation of systems in which concurrency, communication, and synchronisation play a major role. It is possible to verify properties by means of state space methods and model checking (Jensen et al., 2007) . CPNs have intuitive graphical modelling capability, and state space analysis methods and validation tools provided by Petri nets are sophisticated. Using CPN tools, user interaction with CPN tools is based on direct manipulation of the graphical representation of the CPN model using interaction techniques, such as tool palettes and marking menus (Jensen et al., 2007) .
We convert integrity verification problems into boundness analysis for a set of specific places and realise automatic verification of exception handling integrity by extending CPN modelling and analysis tools. We put forward a state space construction method based on stubborn set (Valmari, 1991) and dependency graph between transitions (Kristensen and Valmari, 1998) to reduce complexity of the state space analysis. This method extends state space theory of Petri nets stubborn set to the field of CPNs, constructs state spaces that contain exception generating, exception handling and exception throwing according to the exception handling model characteristics of service-oriented software, and reduces complexity of state space analysis by reducing the size of state spaces. An example and experimental results based on extended CPN tools confirm that our method has good generalisation abilities.
Section 2 introduces the definition of service-oriented software exception handling model and its integrity. We propose methods that support to verify the integrity in Section 3. Section 4 gives an example and an experiment to demonstrate exceptions handling logic integrity verification method. Section 5 introduces related work. Finally, this paper gives a summary and future prospect.
2 Service-oriented software exception handling model and integrity
Service-oriented software exception handling model
Service-oriented software consists of a series of services and processes. These processes provide interactive and collaborative environment and achieve the orchestration of services. Therefore, service-oriented software has obvious hierarchical features. Service-oriented software exception handling includes exception generating, exception handling, and exception re-throwing after failure or returning after correction. Exception in service-oriented software can be generated at different levels in the normal business process, such as Web service or certain part of BPEL process (SCOPE). After the completion of exception handling, service-oriented software flow control will return to the normal business process. Therefore, the formal description of the normal business process provides the foundation for the formal description of exception handling. Owing to the special nature of service-oriented software, service-oriented software exception handling and traditional software exception handling have big differences: (1) from the exception position angle, service-oriented software exceptions may arise from the service layer or certain scope of the process layer, while the traditional software exceptions occur in functions; (2) from the exception handling action angle, compared with traditional software, service-oriented software can take retry or service replacement approach; (3) from the exception handling returning angle, after a service exception in service-oriented software is successfully handled, new message will be delivered directly to the service caller, while the control flow will return to the upper scope in process exception. After the successful handling of internal exception in the function of traditional software, the control flow will return to the calling function; (4) from the exception propagation angle, after service-oriented software service exception handling fails, new exception message will be directly returned to caller services. In the case of process exception handling, the message will be thrown to the upper scope until it is successfully handled or thrown out. When traditional software exception handling fails, a new exception message will be thrown to the caller of the function.
The formal description of service-oriented software exception handling is a hierarchical CPN model. Hierarchical Petri net model consists of formal description of normal business process and formal description of exception handling process. We will give a formal description of the normal business process from two aspects: service and process (Qing, 2011) . (1) Service can be seen as a black box. We give formal description of service interactive interface, rather than focusing on the service implementations. Service interface consists of types, message and service portType, while service portType consists of a series of operations. The type elements and message elements are expressed as colour sets in hierarchical CPNs. The service operations are expressed as hierarchical Petri net modules. portTypes are expressed as sets of hierarchical Petri net modules of service operations. Therefore, service interfaces are expressed as sets of hierarchical Petri net modules of service portTypes.
(2) The scopes of WS-BPEL process are expressed as hierarchical Petri net modules. From the perspective of the control flow, execute states of the scope are represented by the state places, which will convert the expression of blocking and continuing operations in scope into transitions. From the perspective of the data flow, we translate variable information of scopes into variable places and translate reading and writing data operations in the scope into transitions. We translate external interfaces of scopes into port places of hierarchical Petri net modules and translate the internal interfaces of scopes into socket places of hierarchical Petri net modules. We also translate the interactions between scopes into port-socket relation of different hierarchical Petri net modules. As to exception handling process, the thrown positions described in Web services or BPEL process are expressed as the thrown point places of hierarchical Petri net modules, that is, all exception messages that the modules throw will be thrown in the places. Exception handling process is described as an alternative transition. The transitions can catch all exception messages of thrown point places. As we have mentioned above, the exception handling of Web services and BPEL process are slightly different. (1) For web services, regardless of whether service exceptions have been successfully handled, returned message tokens will return to the service call place.
(2) For the scopes of BPEL process, if normal messages return, tokens return to the end state place of hierarchical Petri net modules. If exception messages return, exception message tokens will spread to the upper-level Petri net modules by the port-socket relation of hierarchical Petri net between modules. 
Integrity of exception handling
Definition 2.2: (Exception handling integrity) all exceptions that declare explicitly are addressed.
In exception handling model, if exception tokens generated by services and processes have corresponding exception handling services, and have not been thrown to the final exception thrown places in model, the exception handling is integrated. Exception handling integrity verification transforms into checking the upper bound of token numbers in exception thrown places for zero values. If the upper bound is zero, it indicates that all exceptions have received appropriate treatment in the system eventually, exception handling is integrated. Because exception handling model is a hierarchical CPN, as port places of modules, exception thrown point places and exception occurred point places in upper modules have port-socket relationship. Therefore, exception thrown point places stand for compound places that are logically equivalent. The final exception thrown point places can be explained as exception messages stored in the compound places will not be consumed by the other transitions, it represents that an exception thrown point compound place does not have subsequent transitions. If exception handling model state space is limited, i.e. nodes and arcs in state spaces are limited. By means of all nodes traversal in state spaces, if the number of tokens in compound places which represent exception thrown points equals zero, then the exception handling is integrated.
Theorem 2.1: exception handling model is a hierarchical Coloured Petri Nets model CPNEH=(S, SM, PS, FS)
( ) C p belongs to the exception message type, making 0 int
, then the exception handling is integrated.
We use proof by contradiction as follows:
C p belongs to exception message type.
 There is at least a Token element ( , ) p c ，in which
p c does not have corresponding handling, and is contradictory to definitions 2.2.
Stubborn set state space method for integrity verification
As we have mentioned above, we can use existing tools and methods about Coloured Petri Nets to verify integrity of exception handling by traversing all reachable states in model and calculating the upper bounds of tokens in sets of specific places. However, state space explosion is a major restriction of state space analysis, especially in large-scale complex system. We extend previous effort about Petri nets state space stubborn set and propose construction method of state space stubborn set based on TDG. The construction method as follows: PHASE 1: Construct the description of exception handling process based on Coloured Petri Nets model as TDG, which is used to support stubborn sets of boundedness analysis of particular place sets. PHASE 2: Propose stubborn set construction algorithm, treat TDG and current executing states in model as input, and treat the stubborn sets consisting of binding elements sets as output. For each state space node, only the binding elements enabled in stubborn sets can be used to generate post-nodes of state spaces and then construct the state spaces that support integrity verification.
PHASE 3:
With the help of sophisticated methods of places boundedness analysis, we can verify the integrity of exception handling.
From the above, on one hand, the generation of stubborn sets based on TDG constructs the state spaces that support integrity verification of exception handling, which reduces the number of identities. On the other hand, we use complete traverse of TDG's nodes and edges as the standard of state space construction, which reduces the size of state spaces. Therefore, the complexity of state space analysis is obviously reduced.
Work basis
In this section, we refer to the concept of colour mapping proposed by Sami Evangelista (Evangelista and PradatPeyre, 2006) , and lay the theoretical foundation for the later section in this paper. 
n f e c e c  . 
Definition 3.3: (Element expression tuple) element expression tuple is a triple tuple
. We introduce symbol * to extend basic types. The same extensions can be found in colour domains. This definition assumes that this symbol does not belong to any basic types.
Definition 3.5: (Expanded colour domain) Assume
Considering extension of colour domain, this paper must modify the semantic of element expressions. If the subexpression of function expression e is evaluated as *, then e is also *. Otherwise, its value does not change. proposed corresponding methods to solve the problem. Stubborn set method can be used to construct reduction of system state spaces. For each processed state space node, only binding elements in stubborn sets can be used to generate the post-nodes of state spaces. In order to retain the attributes of awaiting verification in the reduced state spaces, Valmari (1991) proposed calculation rules of the stubborn set according to the current states of the system i.e. the definition of static stubborn set. To construct the state spaces used to verify the boundness of places, we need to construct the stubborn sets as little as possible, which are related to exception generating, exception handling and exception throwing. Then we use enabling binding elements in stubborn sets to construct state space nodes. The goal is to reduce the size of the state spaces to avoid state space explosion. Static stubborn set defines relevant transitions and their dependencies in current state. However, regardless of execution status, for the boundness analysis of a specific place set, stubborn set must contains transitions related to exception generating, exception handling and exception throwing. The construction of stubborn sets used to analyse boundness of the specific place sets is only related to the binding elements that generate token or consume token in the places. We record the structure of transition sets and transition execution dependences and we call this structure TDG. TDG is a superset of stubborn sets which guides the occurrence of binding elements about exception generating, exception handling and exception throwing. TDG reserves the relevant state spaces related to integrity verification of exception handling.
Therefore, TDG is a directed graph. Node in the graph is corresponding to transition that is not substitute transition in hierarchical Coloured Petri Nets module, which means {( , ) | } 
In place-transition net, we can obtain dependence between transitions by analysing net structure. But in Coloured Petri Nets, to obtain dependence between transitions, we should not only analyse net structure, but also consider the colour mapping which is expressed as arc labels between places and transitions. Valmari (1991) proposed to extend Coloured Petri Nets model by enumerating all the transitions binding before state space detecting, remove the impact of transition dependence by colors in net. But the extension of Coloured Petri Nets costs too much, and may lead to an infinite scale Petri net.
The construction method of TDG is shown in Figure 1 . The figure consists of three parts: Coloured Petri Nets, construction procedures, and TDG, showing Coloured Petri Nets model obtains the corresponding TDG after a series of construction steps. TDG records the transition sets and transition dependences produced by specific sets of places to support integrity analysis of exception handling. Based on the thinking of solving define domain of a function according to range of the function values, the construction of TDG starts with specific place sets, reversely obtains transitions and transitions binding class which generate tokens in this place. Based on the above transitions and transitions binding classes, we can reverse to resolve place sets and place binding class sets that the transition firing needs. The above sets of places are specific sets of places, and we repeat such process until the calculating places belong to the normal business process.
TDG construction algorithm is a modified version of graph breadth-first search algorithm. First, use Nodes and Arcs respectively to represent the nodes and directed arcs in TDG (lines 1-2). PreSet stands for untreated sets of transition binding class nodes (line 3). PostSet stands for post-transitions binding class nodes ( , ) Figure 2 . of t c in the place 2 p , there is no token using false as the second part, the scapegoat of t c in current state is 2 ( , *, )
is no longer the scapegoat of transition t in the current state. The scapegoat of t c is
Therefore, the purpose of the function ( , , ) t scapegoat t m  is to find relevant scapegoat sets in given id m and transition binding class ( , ) 
Stubborn set state space construction based on TDG
The input of stubborn set construction algorithm includes current id of model m, TDG, output includes stubborn set Stub of id m. We first create a set of untreated binding elements named Calcu , and use all the enabled binding element sets to initialise Calcu under identity m (line 1). If TDG is traversed completely and there is no TDG containing a binding element, then the state space construction completes, and then returns directly (lines 3-5). Each binding element in untreated binding elements sets is iterative processed (line 6-15). If the transitions of binding elements are the part of nodes sets in TDG, and there is transition binding class t c including binding i b in TDG, then this binding element will be removed from untreated binding element sets and inserted into stubborn set Stub (lines 7-9). In TDG, the traversed nodes and the t c arc are marked. After the above setups, inserts this element into stubborn set Stub (lines 19-21). If it does not exist, then inserts any element in Calcu into stubborn set Stub . corresponding service-oriented software exception handling is integrated.
STUBBORN (m, TDG, ProcessID)
i i t b Calcu  [1, , ] i n   do 7: if i T D G t N  then 8: if i t t c   , i t b c   then 9: : { ( , ) } i i Calcu Calcu t b   and :( , )
Related Work

Modelling and verification of exception handling
Petri net-based modelling and verification methods of exception handling include: Ana-Elena Rugina (Rugina et al., 2007) of University of Toulouse in France used AADL for system reliability modelling and proposed model transformation rules that convert the reliability of the model into GSPN. Dong et al. (2011) of Northwestern Polytechnical University in China described dynamic characteristics of interactions between components in AADL architecture system based on GSPN, analysis probable failure status. Literature (Zhu et al., 2011) designed an automatically generated runtime monitor from the BPEL description. A formal representation model based on Coloured Petri Nets was introduced to extract the service interaction behaviours from its description. The pattern mapping rules and related embedding，reduction and composition rules are also provided. In order to guarantee the reliability of service composition, East China University's Fan
Guisheng (Fan et al., 2013) proposed a reliable composition strategy and considered exception handling for services in the non-failure task. The related theories of Petri nets help to prove the effectiveness of the proposed method and analyse the state spaces size of reliable composition model. Richard Mrasek (Mrasek et al., 2015) from KIT Institute verified an industrial process efficiently by exploiting the structure of the high-level process schema. A new algorithm traversed the process structure tree and identifies the regions of the process that were relevant for verification of a given complex requirement. They also created a formal reduced representation of the process for each requirement based on Petri nets and used relevance function to feature a criterion for process-graph reduction.
Other modelling and verification methods include: Pereira (Pereira and de Melo, 2010) of Brazil São Paulo University used built-in Communicating Sequential Processes (CSPs) and predefined channels to coordinate exception handling in userdefined components. He verified concurrent exception handling related security attributes, asserted the security attributes, and used FDR to analyse validation. Wolf Zimmermann (Heike et al., 2013) proposed an approach for checking whether service protocols are obeyed in a service composition. Service protocols specified for a service legal sequences of operation calls. They abstracted exception handling based on directed graph, and verified whether the set of possible operation calls sequences to a stateful service is a subset of legal operation calls set specified by the protocol. Peter Csaba Olveczky (Bae et al., 2011 ) studied formal verification methods of AADL models based on behaviour annex. They proposed a formal semantics of AADL models in rewriting logic for a behavioural fragment, and specified a formal synchronous semantics for the fragment. They also embodied this semantics in a tool to simulated and verified models by LTL model checking. Marco Roveri (Bozzano et al., 2011) modelled features for random error behaviour based on a subset of AADL (SLIM Language), and provided a mapping onto networks of event-data automata to check correctness properties of dependability. Prakash Prabhu (Prabhu et al., 2011) presented a modular abstraction for capturing the interprocedural control flow induced by exceptions in C++, called the interprocedural exception control flow graph (IECFG), and transformed it into an exception-free program that was amenable for precise static analysis.
The above formal description and verification methods aim at different exception handling mechanisms. However, exception handling lacks integrity verification methods, which brings difficulty in guaranteeing that all exceptions have been handled for service-oriented software.
State space construction and reduction method base on Petri nets
Researchers have proposed various state space methods. They are mainly divided into: analysis of state space subsets and analysis of state space compression. State space subset method generates partial state spaces of full state spaces. By reducing the number of independent crosses to reduce state spaces, so it can not cover the whole state spaces, but it is necessary to ensure that reduction does not affect requirements.
Stubborn set analysis method (Valmari and Hansen, 2010) refers to build stubborn set state spaces based on a specific stubborn set and analyse state attributes. Building stubborn set is crucial for stubborn set analysis method. The decisive factors of stubborn set construction includes: dependencies between transitions and desired verification properties. Hanifa Boucheneb (Boucheneb and Barkaoui, 2015) revisited stubborn set method in the context of POSETs by ignoring some firing order constraints of transitions. They established some practically sufficient conditions for stubborn sets to compute reduced state class graphs. They showed that the resulting reduced graph preserves deadlocks of the TPN the k-boundedness of places. Sweep line analysis method (Jensen et al., 2012) uses the system characteristics of a particular type state, by detecting state space fragments in specific system state, reduces the utilisation rate of memory during state space analysing.
State space compression construction method is about compressing whole state spaces. It declares equivalent states and only stores representative node of each collection. Therefore, it ignores a lot of state spaces, but increases the calculation of the decision of state compression. Its advantage is that it can cover the whole state spaces. Its representative methods include symmetrical analysis methods and equivalent analysis methods.
Symmetrical analysis method (Lorentsen and Kristensen, 2001) used the feature that a state space of symmetric system also has symmetrical characteristics, used Equivalence class (Christensen et al., 2001 ) to identify the symmetrical identification and symmetrical binding elements, in order to achieve symmetrical compression of state spaces. Equivalent analysis method is a kind of generalised symmetry analysis method, allowing more dynamic / generalised equivalent concept, so it can be used when system lacks symmetry in the system. For High-Level SPN state reduction, Marco Beccuti (Beccuti et al., 2015) automatically derived a reduced set of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) which mimic the system behaviour. Exploiting symmetrical properties of SSN representations is not only at the construction level, but also at that of the solution. For function-level reuse of legacy parallel systems, Jing Liu (Sun et al., 2012) proposed a system behaviour preduction approach based on trace-equivalent to generate an external behaviour equivalent model with smaller scale, and confirmed effectively the reuse contents in original parallel software. Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick (2013) looked for maximal ensembles of the hidden states that can be used to create a new HMM with a much more efficient running-time.
State space construction method depends on characteristics of the system modelling which limits behaviour properties of verifications, so there is no advanced state space construction method that apply to general systems. Aiming at features of service-oriented software exception handling model, it is necessary to propose a method of exception handling integrity verification by reducing state space sizes.
Cases and experiment results
In this section, we take retry mode in exception handling for example, give integrity verification steps by TDG construction, and design experiments to verify the proposed method. Figure 3 . 
TDG construction of retry model
Various service nodes of the system are likely to fail and generate exceptions. New exceptions may be added because of exception propagating and transforming in serviceoriented software. We set up 10, 20, 30 exceptions for every scene respectively. We also assume five kinds of exception handling behaviours: retry, alternate, wait, skip and notice. For example, one possible exception handling mode is: if service 0 fails, the system selects retry, and the retry will attempt three times at most; if service 2 fails, the system selects service 1 as an alternative choice, and wait after services 1 and 2 both fail; the system selects to skip over after service 3 fails; if skip also fails, then selects notification; the system selects a notification either service 4 or 5 fails. The results of exception handling and integrity verification are as follows in Table 1 .
Figures 5-7 demonstrate the results of state spaces reductions. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have verified integrity of exception handling for service-oriented software based on hierarchical CPN. First, we have introduced and extended a serviceoriented software exception handling model and its integrity. We have added formal description of exception handling actions and converted the issue of integrity verification into boundedness analysis of specific places. We use Petri net state space methods to implement integrity verification of service-oriented software exception handling.
To avoid the problem of state space explosion, we have highlighted a construction method of state space stubborn set based on TDG. By searching all nodes of state spaces and returning the number of tokens in nodes, we have achieved the integrity verification of service-oriented software exception handling. According to experimental result, the size of state spaces is reduced and integrity verification for service-oriented software is accomplished. Although the method in this paper is for integrity verification of exception handling model, its design thinking is universal. It provides some experiences for verifying other actions or attributes. In the next stage, we will continue to deepen formal description of exception handling to support more accurate formal semantics in serviceoriented software, and try to achieve integrity verification of exception handling automatically.
